Should safety pros work themselves out of their jobs?

Dear fellow safety professional, please abandon the idea you should work yourself out of a job. When you say this, you reinforce the idea your job is to reduce risk rather than add value. The two are not interchangeable.

If you reduce injuries to zero and provide the perception you have accomplished the desired goal, the company no longer needs you, right? Unless you are seeking project-based turnaround work, few organizations seeking strategic leaders for their safety efforts are interested in job hoppers. They are looking for those who have committed to transformational change and realize transformation doesn’t occur during the timeline of a project. It takes time — at least to those who get it.

With the increase in social platforms like LinkedIn and the many community groups found within — safety conferences and private consulting — the misguided idea the safety professional should work himself out of a job appears to be an increasing popular theme.

Risk reduction and zero injuries are all by-products of the value of safety, not the goals. When you move your focus and goals from results to value contribution, you realize (and so do those you support) safety is more about contribution to quality, productivity, customer experience and employee experience rather than the reduction of cost, failures and undesirable events. How does safety add value to productivity, quality, morale and the customers of the business? If you were excellent in safety, not just in the results but also in the culture and shared mindset of safety, would this improve the lives of those impacted by your safety efforts?

Should zero injuries be achieved, is it due to purposeful intent or luck? If by luck, was sustainable value created? Getting to zero injuries is easy. Most companies get there every year on Jan. 1. The difficulty is Jan. 2 and Jan. 3. All safety professionals will at some point acknowledge the most challenging aspect about safety isn’t going a set period of time with no injuries; it is, however, knowing how it was achieved and sustaining the results.

Many have realized the growing importance of strategy for safety excellence and leadership-defined safety rules, responsibilities and results to help cement the effort and create reinforcement from the levels of leadership. When leadership support is observable, consistent and universal, this ideal state might lead the safety professional to think, “If everyone, especially management, owns safety, I have done my job.” You have if you think current great results and the culture supporting it will sustain and never be disrupted by changes in regulation or the business marketplace.

I’m certainly not advocating keeping staff who accomplish the task on longer than necessary. If they don’t add additional value, the business must move on. But that is precisely my point. The journey to excellence in safety must include the focus on culture and not just results. When the focus moves from results to performance and compliance to culture, no one can predict the future, and what we view as acceptable risks today as part of the business may be viewed as unacceptable tomorrow when we realize there will always be a better way.

Some risks will always exist, and cultures are forever changing. The tools used to improve safety performance and culture can easily be used and expanded into other areas of operations if an increase in value is the objective. Plus, when we focus on adding value, not only does it create better results but also a better environment — one where people actually want to get involved and help the safety professional, because they see him as an ally rather than a compliance cop. Safety adds value in many ways. If you don’t believe me, perhaps that is precisely the problem that needs to be addressed.
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